
LaborChart’s visuals 
let me know instantly 
where I’m at on a 
project. LaborChart 
has saved me a bunch 
of time and lets me 
manage jobs properly.

��

�- Mark Stark, Vice President
  of Operations 
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THE PROBLEM

Mark Stark needed a way to efficiently manage the workforce at Duro 
Electric. Duro, part of MDU Resources Group, Inc., was growing rapidly; 
but wasn’t quite at the point where it required a full-time labor coordinator. 

Stark, Duro’s Vice President of Operations, pieced together a series of 
solutions to try to manage the electrical contractor’s workforce on 
design-build jobs across Colorado. 

“Spreadsheets weren’t dynamic enough,” Stark says. “If you’re dealing with 
100 plus employees, then you’ve got to sort through hundreds of lines of 
information to see where they are.”  

A�er spreadsheets, Stark turned to a giant magnetic board with color-coded 
projects. The oversized board could roll through hallways; but was a literal 
obstacle for office-to-field communications. 

“I was looking for an application that could track where everybody was 
going and make sure that jobs were getting filled properly,” Stark says. 

THE SOLUTION 

Enter LaborChart. Stark chose a digital workforce management platform 
because LaborChart offered significant process improvements without costly 
downtime.

Rapid Installation 

Once Duro made the decision to move away from physical boards to 
LaborChart’s digital platform, the new system was up and running in less than 
two weeks.  



CONTACT US
See what LaborChart can do for your company. Want to learn more? Contact us for a demo.

info@laborchart.com

Duro Electric provides design-build services on projects in Colorado. Duro, part of MDU Resources 
Group, Inc., is an electrical contractor that works across a number of industries, including data centers, 
education, healthcare and housing. 
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LaborChart lets me 
understand skill sets 
and track people to 
make sure my 
workforce is stable.

��

�- Mark Stark, Vice President
  of Operations

“We were done with the boards in a week and a half,” Stark says. “It was 
really well done. The LaborChart team was organized and responsive.”
 
Secure System 

While Stark wanted to make process improvements quickly, he also 
needed to ensure that employee information stayed secure since MDU 
Resources Group, Inc., is publicly traded. LaborChart’s platform enables 
Duro to maintain the appropriate lines between human resources, 
accounting and labor management. Stark also used the platform’s ability 
to set different permission levels to make sure the right people have the 
right information without having to worry about sensitive details remaining 
confidential. 

THE RESULTS 

LaborChart helps Duro strengthen communication and monitor 
certifications. Both are critical as the electrical contractor operates in 
multiple markets with different conditions and labor needs. 

Communication Improvements 

LaborChart has made conversations about labor simpler for Duro because 
the field and office are operating with the same numbers. 

“We can look at the jobs we have and the jobs we’re proposing and know 
our bandwidth,” Stark says. “I pull up LaborChart all the time to get quick 
totals of our employees at different levels.” 

Dedicated Certification Tracking 

Duro uses LaborChart to ensure that employees have up-to-date 
certifications and avoid potential down time on active project sites. 

“LaborChart is useful for tracking certifications,” Stark says. “We now can 
look at certification information and remind employees they need to re-up 
their certifications.” 


